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ABSTRACT 

Several new results are presented for applications involving the restoration of 

coherent signals and images from incomplete Fourier data. A closed form solution is 

derived for a class of iterative restoration algorithms. The closed form result may be 

used as a non-iterative implementation of the iterative algorithm. The closed form 

solution is also used to develop a simple, eflFective termination rule for the iterative 

algorithm. The utility of the new termination rule is demonstrated using simulated 

and experimental data. A solution technique is proposed for efficient restoration of 

bounded signals. The efficiency of the proposed technique is demonstrated via a 

one-dimensional slab dielectric profile inversion example. Finally, a difference image 

approach is proposed as a way to reduce the data requirements for 4-D magnetic 

resonance imaging of the cardiac cycle. The proposed technique is successfully applied 

to experimental MRI data, and future prospects for the approach are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Work on this dissertation began in January 1995. The funding for this research was 

provided with essentially no strings attached. Hence there was no overarching goal 

for the work. I think this fact is reflected in the final composition of the dissertation. 

The original idea was to extend the resxilts of my M.S. thesis to reduced rank linear 

restoration problems, and develop numerically eflScient means for incorporating non

linear constraints into the restoration. As the research progressed, a number of 

interesting ideas were pursued and later discarded or shelved for a lack of results. 

Eventually the dissertation evolved into its present form, which consists basically of 

three chapters of new material. Each of these chapters are capable of standing on 

their own. The material in Chapters 5, for example, does not build on the results of 

Chapters 2 and 3. The topics are related however, in that they each address special 

cases of the broader problem of restoring coherent signals or images from incomplete 

Fourier data. 

The term "coherent" in the context of restoration implies that phase information 

is relevant to the restoration process and the usefulness of its result. Coherent signals 

and images are complex in genercil, although coherent processing may also be required 

to restore real signals or images from real or complex measurements. Examples of 
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coherent imaging applications include conventional and synthetic aperture radar, 

magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound imaging and active sonar. In contrast, most 

optical and microwave imaging applications are incoherent because measurements 

consist only of magnitude or intensity information. 

"Incompleteness" of Fourier data implies that, by itself, the available Fourier in

formation is not sufficient to produce an acceptable estimate of the signal or image 

of interest. Hence additional a-priori information, possibly in the form of constreiints 

on the time or space domain solution, must be incorporated in the restoration to 

produce an acceptable estimate. The incomplete Fourier data may be in the form of 

sampled measurements, such as a snapshot of the magnitude and phase of a wave-

front across an array of sensors. The incomplete Fourier data may also be m the form 

of an assumption, as in the case of band-limited extrapolation or interpolation of a 

sampled signal, where the frequency response of the underlying signal is assumed to 

be zero past a certain cutoff frequency. 

In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, new results are presented for the linear reso-

ration problem. It is shown that a class of iterative restoration algorithms, which 

includes the discrete Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm, can always be implemented non-

iteratively. In particular, a closed form solution is derived for the result given by 

the iterative algorithm at any iteration. Also, a new termination rule is proposed 

for cases where iterative implementation is deemed to be the most efficient mode of 

restoration. The new stopping rule is based on a maximum ignorance assumption 
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which is appropriate for many coherent imaging applications. In contrast to previ

ously proposed stopping rules, the new stopping rule is trivial to compute and may 

be computed prior to starting the iteration. 

Chapter 3 addresses the restoration of real signals subject to nonlinear constraints 

in the form of upper and lower bounds on the solution. An efficient solution technique 

is obtained by formulating the problem as a set of linear equations and applying a 

previously published algorithm to find the constrained least squares solution. The 

proposed technique is compared to the well known solution method of projections onto 

convex sets (POCS). It is shown that if the problem is exactly or overdetermined, the 

POCS algorithm will converge to the same solution as the proposed technique. The 

proposed technique is shown to be very efficient for solving one dimensional problems 

with a moderate number of unknowns. 

In Chapters 4 and 5 the subject matter turns to a specific application of mag

netic resonance imaging. Chapter 4 provides a brief review of the nuclear magnetic 

resonance phenomenon and the basic principles of magnetic resonance (MR) image 

formation. In Chapter 5 a difference image approach is proposed as a way to reduce 

data requirements and imaging time for 4-D cardiac imaging. The approach is based 

on the assumption that the motion from one frame to the next is limited to a smaller 

region in space than is occupied by the object as a whole. This assumption is used 

as a form of a-priori information to allow images to be undersampled in the Fourier 

domain and reconstructed without causing aliasing. 
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In Chapter 6, the author offers a summary and evaluation of the contributions 

represented by this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

New Results for the Linear Signal Restoration Formulation 

2.1 Background 

In this chapter we address the problem of restoring a set of unknown or missing 

samples of a finite time or space domain vector f, given a-priori knowledge of a portion 

of its discrete frequency spectnun (DFT) F. The distribution of known and unknown 

samples in each domain is arbitrary in general. In some applications additional a-

priori information, typically in the form of constraints such as non-negativity, can be 

imposed on the solution. Here we assume that no such additional a-priori information 

exists. Hence the restoration must be based solely upon the known values (or, in the 

case of bandlimited extrapolation and interpolation, the assumed values) of a subset 

of time and frequency samples. This type of restoration problem occurs in several 

important applications. Particular examples include coherent imaging applications 

such as magnetic resonance imaging [1] and radar, where the object to be restored is 

generally complex in both the space and frequency domains. 

Previous research on this signal restoration problem has produced both iterative 

and non-iterative solution techniques. One of the earliest and perhaps best known 

of the iterative techniques is the discrete Gerchberg-Papoulis (G-P) algorithm [2, 3]. 
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The G-P algorithm alternates between the time and frequency domains (usually via 

FFT) replacing the known time and frequency samples into their respective locations 

at each iteration. Although its convergence rate can be very slow, the G-P algo

rithm is conceptually simple emd no other technique has been shown to provide a 

consistently better restoration (given the limited constraints considered here). 

In recent years a number of faster iterative schemes have been proposed [4, 5]. 

These iterations are of the general form 

X r  =  [ f i S  + (1 — /i)I]Xr_i + fih (2.1) 

where Xr is the solution to the unknown time domain seimples produced at the r"* 

iteration, h is a vector dependent on the known time and frequency samples, and 

the iteration matrix S is dependent on the known linear degradation operator. The 

potential for increased speed is due to the reduced dimension of the iteration matrix 

and the use of an appropriate relaxation parameter fi. Convergence of the algorithm 

is guaranteed for any constant fj. € (0,2), but the convergence rate may be improved 

significantly by choosing 1 < pt < 2 [5] (the G-P algorithm is mathematically equiva

lent to (2.1) when n = 1). To date, rigorous analysis of convergence for the iterative 

techniques has been limited to cases where the number of known samples in one do

main is greater than or equal to the number of unknown samples in the other domain 

[4. 61-
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Direct (non-iterative) solutions to the signal restoration problem have also been 

proposed. These direct solutions are based on solving a set of linear equations 

Ax = d (2.2) 

where x is an n x 1 vector of unknown time domain samples, d is an m x 1 vector 

dependent on the known time and frequency samples, and A is the m x n submatrix of 

the AT-point DFT matrix which relates the known frequency samples to the unknown 

time domain samples. In general, the measurement vector d is subject to various 

errors such as aliasing and noise. This (seemingly obvious) result was the basis for the 

author's MS Thesis [7], although it now appears that a number of researchers reached 

the same result independently [1, 4, 5]. It can also be shown that the formulation 

of (2.2) is equivalent to the problem formulation for minimum norm least squares 

(MNLS) extrapolation [8] given that the sampled signal is known to be periodic. 

In this chapter we show that the genereil class of iterative algorithms defined by 

(2.1) can always be implemented directly. Specifically we show that in both the full-

rank and rank-deficient cases, the solution to which the iterative algorithm converges 

is unique and can be computed directly. Further, we show that the exact solution 

given by the iterative procedure after any finite number of iterations, Xr, can also 

be determined directly. The solution technique proposed here can be viewed as a 

generalization of the SVD-based solution proposed in the author's MS Thesis [7]. 

Here the SVD-based solution is extended to include the underdetennined case and 
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the weights of orthogonal components in the solution are chosen to match the result 

which would occur at a given number of iterations using the iterative algorithm. The 

computational requirements of various iterative and non-iterative realizations of the 

algorithm are compared. Finally, a new stopping rule is proposed for the iterative 

algorithm. The stopping rule requires only an estimate of the signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) on the measured data, and is designed to minimize the mean squared error of 

the restoration under maximum ignorance conditions. 

2.2 Non-iterative Implementation of a Class of Linear Signal Restoration Algorithms 

Consider the unitary N x N DFT matrix Q as 

a,, = (2.3) 

Thus, the inverse DFT matrix is fit, and an arbitrary iV-point time domain vector 

f and its discrete frequency spectrum F are related by 

F = fif and f = ntF. (2.4) 

By re-arranging the rows and columns of fl, we may collect the known and unknown 

samples as, 

H 1 PA 1 r v 1 
(2.5) 

• b • A C X 

B D x*^ 

or equivalently as 

X " A t  f i t  "  • b 
x*^ Ct Dt 

(2.5) 

where: 
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X and are the n x 1 and (iV — n) x 1 vectors of the unknown and known 
time domain samples; 

and b are the (N — m) x 1 and m x 1 vectors of the unknown and 
known frequency domain samples; 

AmxTij B(w—m)xii> Cnix(iv—n) and 3^® submatrices which re
late the known and unknown quantities. 

The matrix equation 

Ax = b — Cx"^ (2.7) 

defines a set of m linear equations with n unknowns. The existence and uniqueness 

of a solution to this set of equations will depend, of course, upon the values of m, n 

and Rank{A). In many cases Rank{A) = Tnin{m,n}. In particular this is true if 

the known samples in either domain occur in a contiguous block [5]. However, there 

are some unfortunate sampling sets for which Rank{A) < min{m,n} [1]. 

Adapting the iterative algorithm defined by (2.1) to the formulation of (2.5) and 

(2.6), the solution for the unknown time domain samples at the iteration is given 

by 

Xr = [^B^B + (1 — iJ.)l]xr-j + (2.8) 

where d = b — Cx*^. Substituting Bte = 1 - AtA, this reduces to 

Xr = [I — /iA^A]Xr-/ + (2.9) 

For the non-iterative implementation of (2.9) to be universally applicable, we must 

show that for arbitrary values of Rank{A), [i 6 (0,2), d, and Xq the solution to 

which the iterative algorithm converges can be computed directly. Also we must 
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show that the result produced by the iterative algorithm after ziny finite number 

of iterations can also be computed directly (i.e., without iterating on the results of 

previous iterations). 

2.2.1 Convergence in the Pull Rank Case 

In his M.S. Thesis [7], the author erroneously stated that in the full rank case 

{Rank{A) = n) the G-P algorithm did not in general converge to the least squares 

solution to (2.7). The fact that the G-P algorithm does indeed converge to the LS 

solution to (2.7) was proven in a subsequent paper by the author and P. A. Delaney 

[9]. The proof of convergence in [9], which is based upon the error energy minimization 

property of the G-P algorithm, is rather long-winded and not particularly rigorous. 

An alternate proof, suggested by M. W. Marcellin and published independently by 

another researcher [5], is given here. 

At convergence, Xr = Xr-i = Xoo, which implies 

(2.10) 

or 

AtA Xoo = Atd. 

Since the rank of AtA is 71, we may write 

(2.U) 

(2.12) 

This last expression is recognized as the least squares solution to (2.7). 
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2.2.2 Convergence in the Rank-Deficient Case 

The technique used to determine the solution of the iterative algorithm at conver

gence in the full rank case is not applicable when Rank{A) < n because the matrix 

At A is not invertible. Fortunately, by recursively substituting (2.9) into itself, we 

may write 

Xr = /iA^Al^^/iiAtd + [I - ̂ AtA]''xo, (2.13) 
A:=0 

where Xq is the initial estimate of the unknown time samples. Evaluation of Xqo then 

requires evaluation of 

[I —^AtA]*" and ^[I —/iA^Aj^/xAt (2.14) 
fc=0 

as the number of iterations r approaches infinity. 

Evaluation of [I — A]'' 

To evaluate the expressions in (2.14), we expand the m x n matrix A into its 

singular value decomposition (SVD) as [10] 

[•A.]mxn = [U] mxm [SA]™x„tVtl nxn (2.15) 

where 
I o-Ai 0 0 

S. = ' (2.16) 

0 aA„ 0 0 ' 

The columns of U (the left singular vectors of A) are an orthonormal set of eigenvec

tors for AAt, the columns of V (the right singular vectors of A) are an orthonormal 
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set of eigenvectors for A^A, and the cxa.. 'S (the singular values of A) are the non-

negative square roots of the eigenvalues of A^A. Here, all singular values satisfy 

1 > <^Aj > 0, and the singular values are arranged in non-increasing order such that 

o-Ai > ... > 0 , = ... = = 0. (2.17) 

(For convenience, we have assumed Rank{A) = m here. In general the number of 

non-zero singular values is equal to Rank{A).) 

Observe that we may write the hennitian matrix [I — /iA^A] as 

I - MAt A = V[I - = VS^vt. (2.18) 

The inner n x n matrix, is diagonal with the diagonal entry equal to 1 — . 

Thus, the first m of the diagonal entries in this matrix will be in the interval [1 — fj., 1) 

while the last n — m of the entries will be exactly one. Since V is an orthonormal 

matrix, we may write 

[I-^iAtAf = V(S^)^t (2.19) 

J. f 
= Yi VjVj, (2.20) 

j=l j=m+l 

and hence 

Um[I-M.tAr= E VjVt. (2.21) 
j=m+l 

Evaluation of ~ VA^Aj^'/xAt 

The second term in (2.14) may be evaluated in a similar manner. We note that 

[I - MAtAj'^AiAt = [(s^)''st] Ut (2.22) 
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for any k. The n x. m bracketed matrix is the product of two diagonal matrices, so 

0 otherwise 

m 
(2.23) 

Therefore we may write 

^[I -/iAtAjVA^ = 
k=0 k=Oj=l 

r-l 

I—1 m 
t 

= 

J=l LA:=0 
v,u|. (2.24) 

The term in the square bracket is recognized as a finite sum of a geometric series. 

For all j less than or equal to m, 0 < < 1, and the bracketed term is equal to 

1 - (1 - na\.Y 
(2.25) 

In the limit, this quantity equals so 

r-l 

= f; ̂ v,uf. 
j=l ̂  A.j 

(2.26) 
fc=0 

Result at Convergence 

Finally, we may evaluate the limit of (2.13). Applying (2.21) and (2.26) to (2.13), 

we have that the iterative algorithm converges to 

x„ = E—ViUtd+ Y. ViVjxo. 
j=l j=m+l 

(2.27) 

Thus, the iterative algorithm converges to a solution that is dependent on the known 

data (the first term) and the initial conditions (the second term). 

Interpretation 
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Since the minimum norm solution to the original problem of (2.7) is given by [11] 

^^Tnin.norm. ~ At(AAt)-M, (2-28) 

and it can be shown that 

At (AAt)-i = T —VyUt (2.29) 
j=i 

we see that the first term in XQO is the minimum norm solution to (2.7). Also, note 

that the second term is the sum of the components of XQ which lie in the null space 

of A. We conclude that in the under-determined case, if the initial values of the 

unknown samples (XQ) are set to zero, the iterative algorithm will converge to the 

minimum norm solution which can be computed directly. If XQ is not set to zero, 

then the solution to which the iterative algorithm converges can still be computed 

directly via (2.27). 

2.2.3 Evaluation at Early Termination 

The expression given in (2.13) is exact in the under-, exactly- and over-determined 

cases. We may write this expression in closed-form by following the same approach 

as in Section 2.2.2. Observe that we may write (2.20) as 

[I - ̂ AtAr = f:(l - nc-l/ViVl (2.30) 
J=1 

and (2.24) as 

r—I Rank(A) r—1 , 

£[I-MtAf/iAt = / '  E (2-31) 
fc=0 j=l k=0 
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In each of these expressions, the upper index reflects the fact that is zero for 

j > m ia. the rank-deficient case. 

By substituting (2.30) and (2.31) into (2.13) and applying the closed form resiilt 

for the finite sxim of a geometric series, we have that the exact solution given by the 

iterative algorithm at the iteration is 

j=i 

Itank(A) n - (1 - fJLal.y^ 
+ (2.32) 
J=l 

From a practical perspective, the result produced by the iterative algorithm at the 

r"* iteration may be computed by determining the SVD of A and computing (2.32). 

Recently, it was been brought to the author's attention that the formulation of 

(2.1) is in fact a special case of the gradient descent algorithm, whose convergence 

properties were studied in an earlier paper [12]. Thus, although the closed form 

solution of (2.32) was derived independently by the author, it is equivalent to a special 

case of the spectral filtering solution proposed in [12], with the DFT submatrix A 

given as the linear degradation operator. 

2.2.4 Computational Requirements 

For an exactly determined restoration problem (m = n) the non-iterative imple

mentation described above will require on the order of operations to compute the 

SVD of A, rn operations to compute the weights (1 — and operations to 

compute the matrix multiplication of (2.32). Our experience has shown that com

putation of the SVD usually comprises the vast majority of the total computations. 
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Thus, non-iterative implementation requires a high initial overhead computation as 

a tradeoff for minimizing computational dependence on r. In contrast, iterative im

plementation will require negligible initial overhead computation, and on the order 

of 2NlogN operations per iteration using an FFT implementation or operations 

per iteration using an n-dimensional iteration matrix. Thus, for a given application, 

a rough comparison of computational requirements can be made by comparing n^, 

2rNlogN, and rn^. 

A notable exception to the above analysis occurs in applications where the loca

tions of the known and unknown samples are fixed, and only the measurement vector 

d changes from one realization to the next. Such applications include non-invasive 

imaging of space-limited objects whose boundaries are known and fixed; given these 

fixed boundaxies, the spatial frequency measurements can be selected in an optimal 

fashion [1]. In such cases the matrix A is fixed, and its SVD only needs to be com

puted once and stored. Thus, each restoration will only require the computation of 

(2.32), which will almost always provide large computational savings over an iterative 

implementation. 

2.3 A New Stopping Rule for the Iterative Algorithm 

In cases where iterative implementation is determined to be the most efficient 

mode of implementation, a fundamental problem is the determination of an appro

priate stopping point for the iteration. Terminating the iteration too early will leave 
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important signal components under-resolved. Terminating the iteration too late will 

cause excessive amplification of noise components in the restored signal or image. 

An effective stopping rule should achieve an acceptable tradeoff between resolution 

of desired signal components and suppression of undesired noise-related artifacts. 

Two such stopping rules have been proposed for the gradient descent algorithm 

in recent years. The first is based on minimizing a randomized generalized cross 

validation (RGCV) cost function [13]. This technique does not make use of available 

signal or noise statistics. Instead the RGCV cost fimction is computed at each 

iteration and the iteration is terminated when the cost function begins to increase. 

The computational order is of the same order as the restoration process and the 

authors have reported good results [13]. Since the RGCV function is based on the 

results of each iteration, this stopping rule cannot predict the optimal stopping point 

prior to initiating the iteration. 

A second stopping rule takes a minimax approach using mean squared error (MSE) 

in the restoration as the cost function [12]. At each iteration an upper bound on 

the MSE is computed; the iteration is terminated when the upper bound on the 

MSE reaches its minimum. If the relaxation parameter n is fixed, the minimax 

stopping point may be computed before the iteration is started. Computation of the 

stopping point requires an estimate of the SNR on the measured data and knowledge 

of the singular values of the degradation operator. Unfortimately, the requirement 
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of computing the SVD of the degradation matrix tends to negate any computational 

advantages of iterative implementation. 

In this section we take a statistical approach to determining a stopping rule for 

the iterative algorithm. In contrast to the minimax approach of [12], we attempt 

to minimize the restored MSE over an ensemble of fimctions under the maximum 

ignorance assumption. Although the proposed stopping rule is based upon the con

vergence results of Section 2.2, the maximum ignorance assumption relieves us of 

having to compute the SVD of the degradation matrix. The new stopping rule re

quires an estimate of the SNR on the measured data, is trivial to compute, and can 

be computed prior to initiating the iteration. 

2.3.1 The Maximum Ignorance Assumption 

Recall that the result of the restoration at convergence, x, is the solution to the 

linear system 

Ax = b = b + r (2.33) 

where the vectors b and r represent samples of noise-free Fourier coefficients and 

additive noise respectively. Employing the SVD, the solution x is represented as 

the combination of an error-free term and a distortion term due to the additive 

measurement noise 

X = x + e (2.34) 
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n n 

(2.35) 
j=i j=i 

(2.36) 

(for convenience, we assume Rank{A) = n and XQ = [0]). Now we assume x is a 

sample function from a (not necessarily ergodic) stochastic processes satisfying 

where the expectations in (2.37) are taken across the ensemble. We refer to (2.37) as 

the maximum ignorance assumption. 

Our rationale for invoking the maximum ignorance assumption is that in many 

applications we have no information regarding the distribution of a given realization 

X over the orthogonal basis vectors Vy, and it may be assumed that the ensemble 

of realizations is random enough that (2.37) holds across the ensemble. A special 

case where (2.37) holds is an ergodic process where the samples of each realization 

X are uncorrelated. Synthetic aperture radar imaging is an application which closely 

resembles the ergodic white noise case. Other coherent imaging applications, such 

as MRI, may be expected to satisfy (2.37) when the expectations are taken over an 

ensemble. The accuracy of the maximum ignorance assumption will be poor for most 

incoherent image restoration problems due to the predominance of low frequency 

components. 

f;[Kn = . . .  = B[Kp] = c (2.37) 
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Under the mzixiinum ignorance assumption we can compute £^[|ayp] in terms of 

the the measured signal power 

= j&[btb] (2.38) 

= SEUutbp] (2.39) 
J=l 

= E[\cci\^\^cr%. (2.40) 
i=i 

Substituting a\. = trace(A^A), 

As in [12] we assimie the measurement noise samples r are uncorrelated with variance 

ul/m. Thus EW^j^] is expressed in terms of the measurement noise power 

3/1 =  ̂

£^[rtr] 

EWHin = (2-42) 

(2.44) 
ma A: 

2.3.2 Minimum MSE Restoration Using the SVD 

Employing the SVD, we may represent any restored estimate x as a weighted 

linear combination of the orthogonal components of x 

x = 5^Wj 
j=i 

Vy (2.45 
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Here we derive the (real) weighting vector w = [wi,...which minimizes the 

mean squared error (MSE) £^[l|x — xdH under the maximum ignorance assumption. 

This will be directly useful in cases where direct implementation via SVD is desired. 

It will also provide the basis for determining a stopping rule for iterative implemen

tation. 

As in [12] we asstmie the Fourier coefficient vector b is uncorrelated with the 

measurement noise vector r. Thus, under the maximum ignorance assumption, the 

mean squared error for a given weight vector is given by 

where EWcij^] and are given by (2.41) and (2.44) respectively. Setting the 

derivative of (2.46) to zero, we find the solution for the minimum MSE weighting 

factor 

n 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

erace(A A) 

(iracecltA)) (^) 

(2.48) 

1 
(2.49) 

-t , trttce(At A) 
ma\^SNR) 

where SNR is the signal to noise power ratio on the measured data b. 
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If we restrict our choice of w to binary functions {wj € {0,1}) then (2.46) is 

minimized by choosing 

_ r 1 , B[Kfl > eilftfl (2 50) 
" " ' t o ,  E [ \ a ,n < E[\Pj?] • 

Under the maximum ignorance assumption this is equivalent to choosing 

= { J ' i (2.51) 
I 0 , Oj < cr^toff 

where cr^tof/ ^ computed as 

2 _ tracejA^A) 
miSNR) ' ^ ^ ^ 

2.3.3 An Approximation for the Iterative Algorithm 

With the iterative algorithm, the weighting function w is dependent on the number 

of iterations r and the relaxation parameter fi (or sequence of relaxation parameters 

fik if the relaxation parameter is allowed to vary). In general, there is no single value 

r which solves (2.49) for all components. Furthermore, determining a value of r which 

minimizes the MSE requires knowledge of the singular values (CTJ ). 

In the absence of an exact minimum mean squared error (MMSE) technique, a 

reasonable stopping criterion is to terminate the iteration at a point such that the de

sirable components (i.e., those components with £'[|ajp] > EW^j\^]) have converged 

to more than 50% of their final values and the undesirable components have con

verges to less than 50% of their final values. Under this criterion the weight factor 
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of a h3T)othetical component at the cutoff point (aj = cTcutofi) will equal 0.5, which 

satisfies the MMSE criterion (2.49). (For ay = Caitoff, EWaj^] = E]\l3jW and the 

optimal weight factor (2.49) is 0.5. Hence, the proposed stopping criterion produces 

the optimal weighting factor for a component at the cutoff.) 

For fixed the proposed stopping criterion yields 

(l-^a^,„^^)^-''=0.5 (2.53) 

which can be solved directly for the iteration stopping point, r^top 

t • (2-54) 
W(1 -

If is allowed to vary from iteration to iteration (a requirement for the steepest 

descent variation of the algorithm), the stopping point cannot be computed a-priori. 

Instead, the convergence of a hjqjothetical component with ay = ccutoff is monitored 

as the iteration progresses using the recursion [12] 

Po = 0, (2.55) 

Pr = Pr-l - llr[cri,toffPr-\ " l] (2.56) 

and the iteration is stopped when cr^toff^r exceeds the value 0.5. 

Note that (2.54) requires only an estimate of the SNR on the measured data b. 

The quantity m is known, and trace{A^ A) is easily computed from the known itera

tion matrix (AtA). The computational requirements of (2.54) or (2.56) are trivial in 

relation to the restoration process. The proposed stopping criterion is also applicable 
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to the general form of the gradient descent algorithm where the degradation matrix 

is arbitrary. 

2.3.4 Experimental Results 

For our first example we evaluate the performance of the proposed stopping rule 

for a case where the maximum ignorance assumption (2.37) is known to hold, the case 

of an ergodic white noise process. The experiment consists of restoring 1000 realiza

tions of a one-dimensional, space-limited object from a random subset of noisy DFT 

coefficients. Each realization of the process is a vector of 192 samples. The space-

domain vector is zero except for a contiguous block of 64 samples of white complex 

Gaussian noise with unit variance. For each realization, the DFT of the space-domain 

vector is computed, and a measurement vector b of 70 DFT coefficients is chosen ac

cording to a random sampling function (the random sampling function is the same 

for all 1000 realizations). White, complex Gaussian noise samples are then added 

to the frequency domain measurement vector b, and the iterative algorithm (2.9) is 

employed to restore the unknown (non-zero) space domain samples. This experiment 

is performed using fixed values of 1.00 and 1.95 for the relaxation parameter /x, and 

SNR values of 13.6 dB^ and 20.2 dB for the measurement vector b. 

The mean squared error, averaged over the ensemble of 1000 realizations, is plotted 

vs. iteration number for n = 1.00 and = 1.95 in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. 

^SNR dB values in this dissertation were computed as 10Zo(/io(5iVi2), where SNR is the ratio 
of signal power to noise power. 
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Figure 2.1: Mean squared error vs. iteration number for = 1.00 (* indicates 
stopping criterion). 
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Figiire 2.2: Mean squared error vs. iteration number for n = 1.95 (* indicates 
stopping criterion). 

For each of the four cases the stopping point ratop, as computed by (2.54), is indicated 

by the symbol . The values for r^top, rmmse. (the iteration number which achieved 

the minimtim MSE over the ensemble), and the relative increase in MSE incurred by 

using r,top instead of rmmse, MSEinc, are given in Table 2.1 for all four cases. 

The results in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 and Table 2.1 indicate that the proposed stop

ping criterion is very close to optimal when evaluated over an ensemble of functions 

satisfying (2.37). However, since Vatop is a function of the ensemble statistics, its 

performance will vary when evaluated on the basis of individual realizations of the 

SNR^0.2dB 
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Table 2.1: Increase in mean squared error incurred by using r^top instead of rmmse-

^stop mmse MSEinc 
H = l.00,SNR = l3.6dB 47 43 0.07% 
H = im,SNR = 20.2dB 217 200 0.06% 
11 = 1.95, SNR = U.6dB 24 24 0.00% 
fM = 1.95, SNR = 2Q.2dB 111 103 0.06% 

process. To investigate the performance of the stopping criterion on a realization by 

realization basis, the MSE vs. iteration fiinction is computed for each realization in 

the ensemble. The iteration number which minimized the MSE for each realization, 

Topt, was used as a benchmark for evaluating the performance of rstop- It was found 

that the standard deviation of Topt computed across the ensemble was on the same 

order as the mean value of Vopt, thus indicating relatively large variation from one 

realization to the next. However, the average increase in MSE incurred by using 

r^top instead of ropt was about 3% for the SNR = 13.6 dB cases and 4.5% for the 

SNR = 20.2 dB cases. This is not too surprising considering the broad flat valleys 

which characterize the MSE functions shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. One should also 

keep in mind that no one has yet found a criterion which will achieve the optimal 

stopping point Vopt for all realizations of a random process. 

The next example is sinailar to the first except that experimental MRI (magnetic 

resonance imaging) data is used instead of computer generated noise. The applica

tion associated with this example is the restoration of a space-limited MR object 

based upon knowledge of the object's region of support and a set of pseudorandomly 
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subsampled rows of Fourier domain data. In conventional spin-echo MR imaging, 

the measured data corresponds to rows of the sampled 2-D Fourier transform of the 

space-domain object. In cases where the object exhibits quasi-periodic motion, pseu

dorandom sampling of Fourier rows could result. One such case is the reconstruction 

of a sequence of frames of the cardiac cycle. 

The original MR image for this example is shown in Figure 2.3. The image in 

Figure 2.3 is complex and was formed from a fiill set of 192 rows of Fourier data, with 

256 samples per row. The data was collected at the University of Arizona Medical 

Center thanks to a brave volimteer (details about the data collection procedure will 

be discussed in detail in Chapter 5). Spatial pre-saturation techniques were employed 

to limit the extent of the MR object to a horizontal band containing the heart. The 

image contains spatially white complex noise due to receiver noise, as well as artifacts 

due to motion of the heart. For this example the motion artifacts will be considered 

as a form of noise. 

A subset of 85 rows of Fourier data were selected randomly and each row was 

transformed using a 1-D FFT. The region of support for the space domain object 

was given as a rectangle, 70 samples in the vertical dimension and 256 samples in the 

horizontal dimension. Due to the full horizontal extent of the region of support and 

the separability of the 2-D Fourier transform, the restoration of each column of the 

image is independent of the other columns. Hence, the image restoration problem 

is equivalent to an ensemble of 256 independent 1-D restorations. Each restoration 
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Figure 2.3: Original MR image. Spatial extent of image has been limited through 
use of pre-saturation techniques. 
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is equivalent to solving the system Ax = b, where x is a 70 x 1 vector of unknown 

object samples (i.e., a colmnn of the object within the region of support) and b is a 

85 X 1 vector of noisy 1-D Fourier coeflScients. The object to be restored can thus be 

viewed as an ensemble of 256 realizations of a 1-D stochastic process. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the stopping rule on a numerical basis, 

we will consider the portion of the original image which lies within the region of 

the support to be error free. Thus, the signal energy is calculated as the energy in 

the Fourier measurements due to the content of the region of support, and the noise 

energy is calculated as the energy in the Fourier measiurements due to the portion 

of the original image which is outside the region of support. Adopting these signal 

and noise models, the SNR was calculated as 12.5 dB across the ensemble. The con

sequences of the adopted signal and noise models are that the SNR is overestimated 

and the "noise" process is not white. However, it is expected that the average dis

tance between Fourier rows (due to subsampling) would tend to decorrelate most of 

the noise samples. 

To examine the accuracy of the maximum ignorance assumption for this example, 

the expected energy levels of the orthogonal solution components, were 

calculated across the ensemble. For comparison purposes, the singular values (Xj of 

the matrix A are plotted in Figure 2.4 and the corresponding expected signal energy 

components are plotted in Figure 2.5. From inspection of Figiire 2.5, 
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Figure 2.4: Singular values of A for MRI restoration example. 
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Figure 2.5: Expected energy, in orthogonal solution components of MR 
object. 
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Figure 2.6: Mean squared error vs. iteration number for MRI example (// = 1.00, * 
indicates stopping criterion). 

the ensemble does not satisfy (2.37). However, the absence of a deterministic trend 

in the plot favors the maximum ignorance assumption over any alternative. 

The iterative algorithm was applied to the MRI restoration problem using ^ = 1.00 

and n = 1.95. The resulting MSE, computed across the ensemble (the region of 

support for this case), is plotted in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for = 1.00 and fj. = 1.95 

respectively. The stopping points for fj, = 1.00 and = 1.95 were computed by 

(2.54) as rstop = 33 and rstop = 17 respectively. The stopping points are indicated by 

the symbol in the plots. For the case of /z = 1.00 the ensemble minimum MSE 
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Figure 2.7: Mean squared error vs. iteration number for MRI example (fi — 1.95, 
indicates stopping criterion). 
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occurred at r = 22 iterations, and the increase in MSE incurred by using Tstop = 33 

was 6.3%. For the case of = 1.95 the ensemble minimum MSE occurred at r = 11 

iterations, and the increase in MSE incurred by using r^top = 17 was 6.7%. 

A more accurate value of the SNR may be estimated by assuming the noise is 

spatially white (and hence, extends into the region of support). Using this assump

tion, the true value for the SNR for this example is estimated to be about 10.3 dB. 

Using this SNR estimate for /z = 1.00 gives r^top = 19. Using the iterative algorithm, 

the progression of the restored image is shown in Figure 2.8 at r = 6, r = 19, and 

r = 60 iterations. These iteration numbers correspond to the stopping criterion 

(2.54) evaluted for assumed SNR values of 5 dB, 10 dB, and 15 dB respectively. The 

progression in Figure 2.8 illustrates the typical tradeoff between minimizing sampling 

artifacts (ghost images in this case) which decrease as the iteration progresses, and 

suppressing noise-related artifacts which increase as the iteration progresses. The 

restored image at r = 19 is arguably the best of the three in this respect, thus 

vindicating the proposed stopping rule from a subjective standpoint. 
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Restoration at 6 iterations 

Restoration at 19 iterations 

Restoration at 60 iterations 

\ 

Figure 2.8: Iterative restoration {n = 1.00) at 6, 19, and 60 iterations. The iteration 
numbers correspond to the proposed stopping rule evaluated at assumed SNR values 
of 5, 10, and 15 dB. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Efficient Restoration of Bounded Signals 

In this chapter we revisit the problem of restoring a set of unknown or missing 

samples of a finite time or space domain vector f, given a-priori knowledge of a 

portion of its discrete Fourier transform (DFT) F. Given this limited information, 

the restoration can often be accomplished efficiently using (2.32) or other direct 

solution techniques based on solving the set of linear equations (2.2) [4, 5, 7, 9]. In 

many applications, additional a-priori information of certain mathematical or physical 

properties of the signal is available. In cases where such information exists, the 

restoration may be improved by incorporating the a-priori information in the form 

of additional constraints on the solution. Here we consider cases where the vector of 

unknown samples x is real and constrained by simple bounds of the form: 

—oo <cti<Xi< ^i<oo , 2 = 1,..., n (3.1) 

These general bounds include the special case where the solution x is constrained to 

be real and non-negative (ori = 0, Pi =  oo, i= 1,.. . ,n).  

Although the direct linear solution technique is computationally efficient, it offers 

no means of incorporating the non-linear constraints (3.1) into the solution. Iterative 

solution techniques based on alternating projections onto convex sets (POCS) are 

capable of incorporating non-linear constraints, however convergence rates tend to 
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be slow and the number of iterations required for adequate convergence is difficult to 

establish. Hence, it is of interest to find alternate solution techniques which are both 

computationally efficient and incorporate constraints in the form of (3.1). 

In this chapter we propose applying two related algorithms, previously published 

by Lawson and Hanson [14, 15], to the non-linearly constrained signal restoration 

problem. These algorithms were originally developed for solving general matrix equa

tions, in a least squares sense, subject to inequality constraints on the solution. It 

is expected that the proposed solution technique will be of interest for applications 

involving real-time coherent imaging of real, space-limited objects. One such appli

cation, the inversion of a one-dimensional slab dielectric profile, is investigated in 

Section 3.3. For the examples presented in Section 3.3, the computational savings 

afforded by the proposed solution technique are very laxge. 

3.1 Solution Techniques 

Here we briefly review the three solution techniques considered in this chapter. 

3.1.1 Direct Linear Solutions 

From Chapter 2, the restoration problem considered here is equivalent to solving 

the linear system 

Ax = b — = d. (3.2) 
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If Rank{A) = n, the unique unconstrained least squares solution may be computed 

as 

may be substituted. In cases where the matrix A is poorly conditioned, the recon

struction problem can be regularized by adding a small constant to the diagonal 

elements of (A^A) in (3.3). 

3.1.2 Projections Onto Convex Sets 

The method of alternating projections onto convex sets [16, 17, 18, 19] is a well 

known iterative technique for solving general restoration problems subject to linear 

and nonlinear constraints. If the various constraints can be characterized as convex 

sets, a solution may be achieved by alternately projecting between the convex sets. 

The various constraints considered here can be resolved into two convex sets Ci 

and C2, with respective nearest neighbor (orthogonal) projection operators Pi and 

P2, as follows. 

C;: the set of all f 6 such that N — n samples are known and fixed 

(3.3) 

If Rank{A) < n, the unique minimum norm solution 

(3.4) 

and the remaining n samples satisfy known bounds in the form of 

C2' the set of all f G whose DFT's coincide with m known frequency 
samples at prescribed locations. 
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Pj : set N — n  samples of f to their known values, project each remaining 
sample of f onto the nearest point of the real line segment a,- < Xi < Pi, 
where {a,-, 0i} axe the known bounds for each unknown sample. 

P2: set m samples of F = DFT{ f }  to their known values. 

Note that Pi operates on samples in the time domain and Pz operates on samples 

in the frequency domain. Thus, the DFT is used to transform between domains and 

the 4-step iterative procedure is defined by: 

Step 1) fi = PiU 

S tep  2 )  F2  =  DFT{ f i }  

Step 3) F3 = P2F2 

S t ep4)U =  DFT- ' {F3}  

3.1.3 Algorithms NNLS and NNLSB 

Algorithm NNLS [14] is an algorithm for finding the non-negative least squares 

(NNLS) solution to general matrix equations of the form Ax = d. That is, NNLS 

finds a solution x which minimizes the norm of the residual 

|lAx-dll2 (3.5) 

subject to X > 0. NNLS is the basis for a MATLAB function of the same name. 

NNLSB [15] is a generalized version of the algorithm which finds the least squares 

solution subject to arbitrary upper and lower bounds on each sample of x. Both 

algorithms are based on a partition of the variables into sets of bounded and free 

variables, and a gradient-based search is employed to exchange variables between 

sets. 
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NNLS and NNLSB both assume the matrix A, and vectors x and d are real. In 

our case, A and d are generally complex. However, since x is known to be real, we 

may explicitly constrain it to be real by substituting the matrix equation 

" Re(A) • • Re(d) • 
Im(A) 

JW — 
Im(d) 

which consists of real quantities only. In the overdetermined case, the problem can 

be further modified by substituting the equivalent matrix equation 

This formulation eliminates redundant computations once the algorithms are oper

ating. 

Algorithm NNLS begins with all variables (samples of x) at zero. At a given step 

the gradient of the residual at the current x is computed as 

The gradient vector identifies all candidate variables currently at the lower bound 

which will become positive if introduced into the set of free variables (i.e., all variables 

with negative corresponding gradient values are candidates). The candidate with the 

most negative gradient is moved from the set of bounded variables to the set of free 

variables, and the unconstrained least squares solution is computed with respect to 

the free variables 

(A^A)x = A^d. (3.7) 

w = A^(Ax — d). (3.8) 

x,,„ = (E'"B)-'E^d (3.9) 
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where E is obtained by deleting the columns of A which correspond to bounded 

variables. If any of the previously free variables becomes negative, the algorithm 

enters an inner loop which replaces the current solution with a linear combination 

of the current and previous solutions. This linear scaling step moves previously 

free variables to the set of bounded variables, while still achieving a decrease in the 

residual. The algorithm terminates when the gradient vector becomes non-negative 

for all variables. 

NNLSB is a straightforward extension of NNLS, incorporating arbitrary upper 

and lower bounds by exchanging variables between three sets (variables at upper 

bound, lower bound, or free) instead of two. At the gradient step, all variables 

currently at an upper bound with positive gradient values are also included in the set 

of candidates. The candidate with maximum corresponding \wj\ is moved into the 

set of free variables. In contrast to the POCS algorithm, NNLS and NNLSB converge 

in a finite number of steps [14, 15]. 

3.2 Uniqueness of Constrained LS Solution 

In this section we show that when Rank{A) = n the POCS algorithm converges 

to the constrained least squares solution given by NNLS/NNLSB. In the process, we 

will utilize the following fundamental lemma from the theory of POCS [20, 21]. 

Lemma: Alternately projecting between two nonintersecting convex sets 
will converge to a limit cycle between points in each set closest to the 
other set in a mean square sense. 
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3.2.1 The Full Rank Case 

If Rank{A) = n, Ci and Cz will have, at most, one point of intersection. This is 

because there is at most one x which solves (3.2) exactly. If an exact solution exists, 

then it can be foimd using the unconstrained LS formula (3.3). If the norm of the 

residual is zero and the solution satisfies the known bounds (3.1), then (7/ and Cg 

intersect at the single point defined by x. 

Assume Rank{A) = n and the POCS algorithm has converged to its limit cycle. 

At Step 1 in the iterative procedure, fi G C/. At Ste-p 2, fi G C/ is transformed to 

its frequency domain representation F2 G . Rearranging the time and frequency 

samples according to (2.32), Fa G C/ is given by: 

Fo = Ax 4- Cx*^ 
Bx + Dx*^ 

(3.10) 

At Step 3, F2 is projected onto C2 by replacing the m frequency samples given by 

Ax -f Cx*^ with their known values b. Thus, in the limit cycle, the distance between 

Ci and C2 is the Euclidean norm of the difference between F2 G C/ at Step 2 and 

F3 G C2 at Step 3. This distance is given by 

llb-(Ax + Cx'=)ll2. (3.11) 

By the aforementioned lemma, the POCS algorithm minimizes this distance. Note 

that b and Cx*^ are known and fixed, and x is constrained to satisfy the known simple 

bounds at Step 1. Thus, the POCS algorithm converges to a solution x G R" which 
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minimizes 

||Ax-(b-Cx'=)|l2 (3.12) 

subject to 

Oft <Xi<0i  , 2 = 1,..., n .  (3.13) 

Obviously, this is the Scune constrained least squares problem solved by NNLS/NNLSB. 

Since A has full rank, the solution is unique. Hence, if Rank{A) = n the POCS al

gorithm converges to the result given by NNLS/NNLSB. 

3.2.2 The Rank Deficient Case 

If the problem is underdetermined {Rank{A) < n) then there exists an n — 

Rank{A) dimensional family of exact solutions to (3.2). Depending on the known 

time and frequency samples, and the known bounds on x, there may be many solu

tions which satisfy all the constraints or there may be none. Hence it is generally 

not possible to determine the intersection of Ci and Cg in the underdetermined case. 

If the intersection is non-empty, then the POCS algorithm and NNLS/NNLSB will 

both converge to solutions with zero residual, though the solutions will in general be 

different. 
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3.2.3 Effect of Relaxation Parameters 

In practice, a relaxation parameter A G (0,2) may be used on each projection 

to accelerate the convergence rate of the POCS algorithm. In this case the 4-step 

iterative procedure may be generalized as follows: 

Step l)f^ = {I^K{Pt-I))U 

Step 2) Fz = DFT{ii\ 

Step 3) Fa = (/ + AaC^a - /))F2 

S tep  DFT- ' {¥z}  

If non-unity values are chosen for the relaxation parameters Ai and A2, then the 

stated Lemma does not hold in the strictest sense. This is because using Ai < 1 will 

project in the direction of the closest point in the convex set C;, but will stop at a 

point outside C/. Similarly, using Ax > 1 will project onto a point past the closest 

point in C/, possibly to a point in the interior of Ci. Thus, in the limit cycle, the 

time domain solution at 5fep 1 of the POCS algorithm will not be the closest point 

in Ci to Cg, and it may not be within Cj at all. However, for the examples in the 

next section of this paper, the difference between the constrained LS solution and 

the POCS solution at convergence was negligible. 

3.3 Numerical Example: Slab Profile Reconstruction 

The following example is used to compare the computational and qualitative per

formance of various restoration algorithms for a one-dimensional slab inversion prob

lem. An effort was made to optimize the performance of each algorithm. In the case 
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of the POCS algorithm, DFT lengths were chosen as integer powers of two to optimize 

FFT efficiency. Also, since the slab was known to be real, the complex conjugates 

of measured (positive) frequency samples were reflected into the corresponding nega

tive frequency bins. This effectively doubled the initial known data and increased the 

convergence rate for the POCS algorithm. Furthermore, the relaxation parameters 

Ai and A2 for each example were chosen after testing a niunber of combinations. The 

numerical results given for the POCS algorithm correspond to the best combination 

of Ai and A2 tested for each example, and are believed to be close to optimal. In 

the case of NNLS/NNLSB, the formulation of (3.7) was employed and a subroutine 

based on QR decomposition [22] was used to compute the unconstrained least squares 

solution at each step. 

3.3.1 Problem Setup 

Here we attempt to reconstruct the one-dimensional dielectric profile of a slab 

of finite thickness based on sampled measurements of its backscattered frequency 

response [23]. The (simulated) slab for this example is infinite in the x and y di

mensions and is confined to the region 1 < ^ < 2 (z in meters). The slab dielectric 

constant is real with uniform relative permittivity €r(^) = 1.2 except within the re

gion 1.5 < z < 1.7, where the permittivity is equal to that of free space (€r(z) = 1.0). 

The background medium is free space. Hence, the slab profile q(z) = €r(z) — 1.0 is 

non-nega t ive  w i th  max imum va lue  0 .2 ,  and  ze ro  ou t s ide  t he  r eg ion  1  <  z  <2 .  
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The slab is illuminated by a planar electric field and the backscattered field 

is measured at discrete frequencies. To relate the backscattered measurements 

to the unknown slab profile we invoke the Bom approximation which assumes that 

the field within the slab has the form of the incident field. In hexiristic terms, the 

Bom approximation may be interpreted as approximating the slab profile by the 

integral of the impulse response of the slab. Thus, neglecting linear phase terms, the 

backscattered measurements are directly related to the Fourier transform of the slab 

profile 

= F{q(z ) } .  (3.14) 
Kq 

The resulting inversion problem can be viewed as a one-dimensional, spacelimited 

super-resolution problem [23]. 

3.3.2 Results 

For our first experiment, the backscattered response of the slab was generated 

for frequency values of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 MHz. The DFT length was chosen as 

N = 64. In terms of super-resolution, these parameters limit the possible bandwidth 

extrapolation to ±320 MHz, or an effective resolution gain of 6.4. This sampling 

rate of 640 MHz resulted in 4 samples within the space-limits of the slab profile. 

In addition to errors due to aliasing and the Bom approximation, complex white 

Gaussian noise samples were added to the backscattered frequency data with resulting 

SNR of about 40 dB. 
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Figure 3.1: TVue Profile and Unconstrained Solutions for Example 1. 

The original slab profile (sampled at the Nyquist rate for this example) is plotted 

in Figure 3.1 along with the initial estimate (IFFT of measured low-pass data) and 

an unconstrained least squares solution regularized by loading the diagonal of the 

inversion matrix 50 dB below its maximum eigenvalue. The least squares solution 

(including eigen-decomposition) required 498 floating point operations (flops). 

The profile estimates obtained by enforcing the non-negativity constraint are 

shown in Figure 3.2. The fastest convergence rate for the POCS algorithm was 

obtained using Ai = Aa = 1.95. The POCS algorithm was terminated when the norm 

of the error between the slab estimate and the result at convergence fell below 10 

percent of the norm of the result at convergence. (The error norm was computed 
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Figure 3.2: Non-negatively Constrained Solutions for Example 1. 
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Figure 3.3: Solutions Constrained by Upper and Lower Bounds for Example 1. 

only within the space-limited region.) This required 68 iterations at a total cost of 

397,571 flops. In contrast, the NNLS algorithm produced the exact constrained least 

squares solution at a total cost of 1,112 flops. To put this in perspective, one iteration 

of the POCS algorithm required 4,875 flops. 

The profile estimates obtained by enforcing the non-negativity constraint and an 

upper bound of 0.2 are shown in Figure 3.3. The fastest convergence rate for 

the POCS algorithm was obtained using Ai = Aa = 1.90. The POCS algorithm 

required 20 iterations to reduce the relative error norm below 10 percent, at a total 

cost of 116,455 flops. In contrast, the constrained LS solution was computed using 

NNLSB at a cost of 2,185 flops, which again was less than the cost of one iteration of 
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the POCS algorithm. The negative values for the POCS solution outside the space-

limited region in Figure 3.3 are due to use of a non-unity relaxation parameter on the 

space-domain projection. In this case the use of Ai = 1.90 causes the intermediate 

solution to project outside the convex set Ci which constrains the solution to be 

space-limited. This overprojection artifact is inconsequential since the slab profile is 

known to be zero outside the space-limited region. 

For our second experiment, the backscattered response was generated at 10 uni

formly spaced frequency values between 5 and 50 MHz. The DFT length was chosen 

as N = 512, which limited the possible bandwidth extrapolation to ±1280 MHz, or 

an effective resolution gain of 25.6. The resulting Seimpling rate produced 17 samples 

of q{z) within the space-limited region. Complex white Gaussian noise samples were 

added to the backscattered frequency data with resulting SNR of about 40 dB. Both 

the unconstrained and non-negatively constrained LS solutions required regulariza-

tion, and neither result was qualitatively better than their respective solutions from 

the first experiment. 

The results using the non-negativity constraint and an upper bound of 0.2 are 

shown in Figure 3.4. For this example, the fastest convergence rate for the POCS 

algorithm was obtained with = Aa = 1.99. The non-unity relaxation parameter 

again causes the intermediate POCS solution to become negative outside the space-

limited region. Using these parameters the POCS algorithm required 82 iterations 

to reduce the relative error norm below 10 percent (within the space-limited region), 
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at a total cost of 4.94 Mflops. The constrained least squares solution was computed 

by NNLSB at a total cost of 60.2 Kflops, which was slightly more than the cost of 

one iteration of the POCS algorithm. 

3.4 Other Algorithms 

The gradient search approach of NNLS/NNLSB is not the only finitely convergent 

technique for solving least squares problems subject to inequality constraints. In 

particular, we note the work of Schittkowski and Stoer [24] and the recent work of 

Hanson and Krogh [25]. It is also possible that linear programming methods, such 

as those suggested by Mammone for restoring images subject to non-negativity and 

sparsity constraints [26], could be successfully applied to the restoration problem 

considered here. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MRI Basics 

Magnetic resonzince imaging is a unique and diverse form of imaging. One charac

teristic which distinguishes MRI from other imaging varieties, such as optics, ultra

sound and emission tomography, is that its spatial resolution is not inherently limited 

by the dimensions of a physical aperture. This chapter is intended to provide the 

reader with a basic understanding of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) phe

nomenon and the aspects of MR image formation which cire directly relevant to the 

discussion in Chapter 5. For a thorough overview of MRI techniques, the interested 

reader is referred to books by Bushong [27] and Cho, Jones and Singh [28]. 

4.1 Origins of the NMR Signal 

All objects are composed of nuclear particles. Certain types of nuclei have a non

zero magnetic moment and exhibit more than one spin state. It is these types of 

nuclei which exhibit the NMR phenomenon. Due to its abundance in the anatomy 

of living humans and its relatively strong magnetism, hydrogen is by far the most 

important nucleus for medical applications of MRI. Henceforth we will consider only 

the hydrogen nucleus in our discussion. 
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When hydrogen protons are placed in a static magnetic field Bo their two possible 

spin states take on diflFerent energy levels. At equilibrium the individual protons, 

acting as magnetic dipoles, are aligned according to a Boltzman distribution which 

tends to favor the lowest energy state: the same direction as the applied magnetic 

field. As a result, an object containing hydrogen nuclei exhibits a net magnetization. 

This net magnetization is a vector quantity which is equal to the vector sum of 

the individual nuclear magnetic dipole moments. The percentage of hydrogen nuclei 

which align with the magnetic field is approximately linearly proportional to the 

strength of the applied field Bo for the range of magnetic field strengths employed 

for medical imaging. In practice this percentage is very small even for magnetic field 

strengths in the range of several Tesla. 

In addition to causing alignment of some nuclei, the applied magnetic field causes 

individual nuclei to precess (wobble) about an axis parallel to the applied field BQ. 

This behavior is analogous to the precession exhibited by a slowly spinning gyroscope 

in the presence of a gravitational field. The firequency of precession, also called the 

Lannor or "resonant" frequency of the nuclei, is given by 

/ = tBo (4.1) 

where the gyromagnetic ratio, 7, is a constant specific to the nucleus type. For 

hydrogen 7 = 42.6 MHz/T. At equilibrium, the individual nuclei axe precessing out 

of phase with each other. Thus at equilibrium the rotational components of the 
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Figure 4.1: The net magnetization Mo at equilibrium. 

nuclear magnetic moments cancel each other and the net magnetization vector Mo is 

stationary and aligned in the direction of the static applied field Bo- This is depicted 

graphically in Figure 4.1 using the conventional orientation of Bo in the +z direction. 

When the object is excited by electromagnetic radiation at the resonant frequency 

(4.1) the nuclear magnetic dipoles will precess in phase with each other and individ

ual dipoles will begin to align themselves in the higher energy spin state which is 

antiparallel to the applied field. As a result the net magnetization vector will be 

tipped at an angle from the z-axis and will precess about the z-axis at the resonant 
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Figure 4.2: The net magnetization M after RF excitation. 

frequency. This rotation of the magnetization vector is depicted graphically in Fig

ure 4.2. The angle at which the magnetization vector is tipped from the z-axis 

is controlled by the length and intensity of the RF excitation pulse. A pulse which 

tips the net magnetization vector into the x-y plane is referred to as a 90 degree 

pulse. Likewise, a pulse which flips the magnetization vector onto the negative z-axis 

is called a 180 degree pulse. 

Immediately following the application of the RF pulse the net magnetization vector 

continues to rotate about the z-axis at the resonant frequency. The perpendicular 

component (Mxy) of this rotating magnetic field is the source of the NMR signal 
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which is detected and recorded. Hence the NMR signal will be strongest following a 

90 degree pxilse. 

The NMR signal is called a free induction decay (FID) signal because it typically 

decays exponentially with time. The time constant which controls the rate of decay of 

the x-y component of the net magnetization is called Ta- A second time constant, Ti, 

controls the rate at which the z-component, M^, regrows towards its equilibrium value 

MQ. The values of TI and T2 are specific to the material being imaged. For medically 

important substances, Ti values range from several tenths of a second to several 

seconds. The corresponding Tj values are generally much shorter. The substance-

specific nature of the Ti and T2 parameters provides a basis for distinguishing tissue 

types in medical imaging applications. Through proper selection of pulse sequence 

parameters, images can be tailored to maximize the contrast between certain tissue 

types. 

4.2 Image Formation 

4.2.1 1-D Imaging 

Consider the "core sample" object shown in Figure 4.3(b) whose composition 

varies in the x dimension only. The hydrogen proton spin density of the object is a 

one-dimensional function, p{x), as depicted in Figure 4.3(c). The 1-D MRI problem 
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Figure 4.3: 1-D imaging example: frequency encoding. 
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is to estimate the spin density fimction p{x ) ,  from which one may deduce important 

information about the physical composition of the object. 

To obtain such an estimate the object is placed in a homogeneous magnetic field 

Bo and excited with RF energy at the Larmor frequency as described in Section 

4.1. Immediately following the RF excitation pulse a magnetic field gradient G* is 

applied such that the total applied magnetic field varies linearly with x as shown in 

Figure 4.3(a). At this point different regions of the object will precess and radiate 

RF energy at different frequencies, as depicted in Figure 4.3(d). The amplitude of 

the RF radiation at a particular frequency will be proportional to the proton spin 

density in the spatial region which resonates at that frequency. Thus p{x) can be 

estimated by estimating the frequency spectnmi of the FID signal. This 1-D image 

formation process is referred to as "frequency encoding" because spatial coordinates 

are encoded as frequency information in the FID signal. 

In practice, quadrature conversion and sampling are employed to receive and 

record the FID signal. Thus the recorded FID is a complex representation of the mag

nitude and phase of the net perpendiculeir magnetization Mxy sampled at discrete 

points in time. The net magnetization is the integral of the continuous magnetization 

function in(a:, t) which varies in space and time: 

Mxy( t )  =  f  m{x, t )dx.  (4.2) 
J —OO 
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We define t = 0 as the instant in time when the gradient G* is applied and the FID 

readout signal begins to be recorded. At i = 0, all protons are at the same phase 0. 

Thus the continuous magnetization fimction is given by 

m(2:, 0) = p(x)e~-'^ (4.3) 

and the magnitude of the net magnetization is proportional to the DC value of p{x)  

Mxy(O) = f p{x)dx.  (4.4) 
J —oo 

At a later time { t  >  0) the phase of protons towards the right of the object have 

advanced relative to the phase of protons to their left due to the linear gradient G*. 

Thus for t > 0 the continuous magnetization function is given by 

m(a:, t )  = i > 0 (4.5) 

where the constant K is determined by the strength and polarity of G*. The net 

magnetization is then given by 

Mxy(i) = f p(x)e~^^^^dx , t > 0. (4.6) 
7—OO 

Thus, neglecting the constant phase term <t>, the recorded FID signal is a sampled 

version of one half of the Fourier transform of p{x) .  

In practice it is difficult to record the earliest portion of the FID signal. Also, 

inhomogeneities in the applied magnetic field result in a spatially vajying phase 

term which modulates the perceived spin density fimction. Since the phase 
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term is generally unknown the negative spatial frequency samples (the FID for 

t < 0) cannot generally be obtained from the corresponding positive spatial frequency 

samples. In order to obtain a symmetric set of positive and negative spatial frequency 

samples, the spin-echo technique is employed. The basic idea behind the spin-echo 

technique is tc reverse the relative phase progression of the hydogen protons at a time 

TB/2, thereby generating a two-sided "echo" of the FID signal centered at time Te-

This can be accomplished by reversing the polarity of the gradient G* at time Te/2 

or by emplojdng a 180 degree RF pulse to reverse the direction of proton precession. 

The timing diagram in Figure 4.4 depicts the sequence of events required for 1-D 

spin-echo imaging. After collecting a finite set of samples the inverse DFT is 

computed to estimate p(x) .  

4.2.2 2-D Imaging 

For an object whose composition varies in two dimensions, the MRI problem is to 

estimate its 2-D spin density function p{x,y). To obtain the necessary 2-D spatial 

information we will  need to employ gradient magnetic fields in both the x and y 

directions. The most common technique for forming a 2-D MR image applies the x 

and y gradients in succession. This method is called the 2DFT technique because 

the resulting set of measured data is a sampled version of the 2-D Fourier transform 

of p{x,  y) .  
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Figiire 4.4: Timing diagram for 1-D spin-echo sequence. 
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Figure 4.5: Example of phase encoding for a 2-D object, (a) Prior to application of 
Gy the protons precess at the same frequency and phase, (b) After application of 
Gy the proton phase varies linearly with y. 

The first step in the 2DFT spin-echo sequence is to excite the object with an 

appropriate RF pulse. Immediately following the RF excitation pulse the protons 

in the object are precessing at the same frequency and phase as depicted in Figiure 

4.5(a). At this point a linear magnetic field gradient Gy is applied in the y direction 

for a short time. During this time the frequency of precession varies linearly in the y 

direction. Thus after the application of Gy the protons are again precessing at the 

same frequency but their phase varies linearly in the y direction. This use of the 

gradient Gy is referred to as "phase encoding" because spatial coordinates in the y 

dimension are encoded as phase information in the magnetization function. 

Following the application of Gy, the gradient G* is applied in the x direction 

and a spin-echo signal is acquired as described in Section 4.2.1. It is also possible to 
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employ both the x and y gradients dming the phase encoding step, however only the 

X gradient is employed dming frequency encoding. Due to the phase encoding step 

the continuous magnetization fimction is now a fimction of x and y 

m(x, y, t) = p(x, , 0 < i < TE/2 (4.7) 

and the net magnetization (FID signal) is given by 

M(i) = e-^'^ r r p{x,y)e-^^^'^-^'^*^Uydx , Q<t< TeI2. (4.8) 
J —OO J —CO 

Thus the recorded spin-echo signal is a set of samples of the 2-D Fourier transform 

r(Qi,Q2) of p{x,y), where fli is sampled uniformly and ^2 is fixed (this can be 

visualized as a row of samples from the 2-D Fourier transform of p{x, y)). The value ^2 

is determined by the strength and polarity of the y gradient Gy. The timing diagram 

in Figure 4.6 depicts the signal acquitition sequence for 2-D spin-echo imaging. 

By repeating the signal acquisition procedure and incrementing Gy in uniform 

steps, a uniformly sampled set of 2-D Fourier coefficients is obtained. The spatial spin 

density function p{x, y) is then estimated as the 2-D inverse DFT of the measurement 

set. Hence the sampling rates in and 0.2 must be sufficiently high to avoid aliasing 

in the space domain, and the measurement set must include sufficiently high spatial 

frequencies to provide adequate spatial resolution. 
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Figure 4.6: Timing diagram for 2-D spin-echo sequence. The variable gradient Gy 
selects the Fourier row location. 
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4.2.3 3-D Multislice Imaging 

The anatomy of normal hmnans varies in three dimensions, hence 3-D imaging 

techniques are required. It is possible to extend the 2-D spin-echo imaging technique 

to 3-D imaging of a volume. This requires phase encoding in the z and y dimensions, 

frequency encoding in the x dimension, and taking a 3-D inverse DFT of the measured 

data set. A simpler, more widely used technique is to excite thin slices of the volume 

one at a time and employ 2-D spin-echo imaging on each slice. 

The slice selective 2-D spin-echo imaging sequence is identical to the 2-D sequence 

depicted in Figiire 4.6 except for the addition of a slice selection gradient, G^, which 

is applied during the RF excitation pulse. By applying a gradient in the z direction 

concurrent with a narrowband RF pulse, proton excitation is limited to a thin slice 

of the volume perpendicular to the z axis. The slice thickness is a function of RF 

pulse bandwidth and gradient strength. The position of the slice on the z axis is 

controlled by the carrier frequency of the RF pulse. This single slice 2-D imaging 

technique may be applied sequentially to a series of adjacent slices, thereby providing 

a 3-D representation of the volume of interest. 

For most imaging applications the repetition time which is the time between 

RF excitation pulses for a single slice, is several times as long as Te and the signal 

acquisition time. In particular, this is true for 7i and Ti weighted imaging. In such 

cases the waiting time between excitations for a given slice can be used to excite and 
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Figure 4.7: Timing diagram for multislice 2-D spin-echo imaging (5 slices). 

acquire spin-echo signals from other slices. This enables one to acquire a full set of 

Fourier data for many slices in the same time required to acquire a Fourier data set 

for a single slice. The multi-slice signal acquisition sequence for a single repetition 

period, TR, is depicted in Figure 4.7. The magnetic gradient fields are identical for 

all S slices, and are omitted from the diagram. 
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4.2.4 4-D Imaging of the Cardiac Cycle 

The specific imaging problem addressed in Chapter 5 is reconstructing a sequence 

of 3-D images to represent the motion of the heart through one period of the cardiac 

cycle. Such sequences are useful for diagnosing a variety of heart ailments. This is 

essentially a 4-D imaging problem requiring spatial information in three dimensions. 

Time is the fourth dimension. The basic approach is to divide the periodic cycle into 

equal length time frames, each frame representing a fixed point in the cardiac cycle. 

A set of 2-D image slices are then obtained for each time frame. The resulting image 

set is depicted in Figure 4.8. The set of frames for each image slice can be "played 

back" on a video monitor to visualize the periodic motion of muscles, blood flow and 

other features within the slice. 

Because the cardiac motion is periodic, the data for a given frame may be collected 

over a large number of cycles. The data collection procedure is synchronized through 

real-time computer monitoring of an auxilliary electro-cardiogram (ECG) signal. Two 

specific ECG-synchronized signal aquisition modes are the CINE mode and true 

cardiac gating. 

The CINE acquisition mode is smtable for imaging with short Te and short Tr 

(Tfi and Tr less than 100 ms). These parameters generally produce images with 

relatively low SNR and strong signals from floMring blood. In the CINE mode Tr is 
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Figure 4.8; Set of images acquired through full 4-D caxdiac imaging. 
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fixed and the number of time frames, M, is constrained by 

(4.9) 

where Tc is the period of the cardiac cycle, which is typically on the order of a second. 

The CINE mode operates on one slice at a time^ , filling all frames for a single slice 

before moving to another slice. During each cycle, a set of spin-echo signals are 

collected to fill a Fourier row of each frame for the slice. The ECG signal is used 

to increment the Fourier row selection gradient Gy. The CINE spin-echo acquisition 

sequence is depicted in Figure 4.9 using simplified representations of the RF and FID 

sequences. 

The true cardiac gating mode will produce 2\ weighted images (short Tg, inter

mediate TR) with relatively high SNR. In this mode each signal acquisition sequence 

is triggered by the ECG signal. Hence Tr = Tc (or integer multiples of Tc), which 

varies slightly from one heartbeat to the next. The multislice imaging technique is 

employed to take advantage of the long waiting time between heart cycles. For each 

cycle a Fourier row for one frame of each slice is filled. The maximum munber of 

slices in a 1-cycle sequence, Smax, is constrained by 

The cardiac-gated multislice spin-echo sequence is depicted in Figure 4.10. At each 

Tr the phase encoding gradient is stepped. Thus with one pass through the phase 

^Multi-slice operation is also possible but will not be explained here. 

'max (4.10) 
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Figure 4.9: Timing diagram for the CINE spin-echo acquisition sequence. 
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Figure 4.10: Timing sequence for the cardiac-gated multislice spin-echo acquisition 
sequence. 

encoding sequence a series of image slices are obtained, with each slice at a different 

spatial location and at a different phase of the cardiac cycle. To obtain a full 4-D 

sequence the slice selection RF sequence is re-ordered and the cardiac-gated sequence 

is repeated n times, where n is the number of temporal samples desired. 

In practice, the use of full 4-D cardiac imaging has been limited by the excessive 

data requirements and associated acquisition times. Radiologists generally consider 
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any image acquisition time over 20 minutes to be unacceptable [29]. Consider a 

cardiac imaging problem which requires 192 rows of spatial resolution, and a typical 

cardiac period of 1 second. Using the CINE mode, one could acquire a full set of 

frames for a single slice in 3.2 minutes. Thus a maximum of 6 slices could be imaged 

in 20 minutes using the CINE mode. Alternately a maximum of 6 time frames per 

slice could be obtained in 20 minutes using the cardiac gating mode. The difference-

imaging technique presented in Chapter 5 is intended to reduce data requirements 

for full 4-D cardiac imaging. 

4.3 Spatial Pre-saturation Techniques 

In some applications it is desirable to limit the imaging field of view (FOV) to 

a small region within a larger object. In cardiac imaging the objects of interest 

(the heart and coronary arteries) are confined to a relatively small region within the 

chest cavity. Other objects within a typical cardiac image slice, such as chest and 

back muscles, are not of interest to the cardiologist and only serve to increase the 

minimum sampling rates in the spatial frequency domain required to avoid aliasing. 

K the NMR signal is suppressed from unwanted regions of the slice, then sampling 

rates in the spatial frequency domain can be reduced. 

The FOV in the frequency coding dimension (the x-direction) can be limited in 

one step by using a narrowband analog filter to allow only those temporal frequencies 

of interest to be detected prior to sampling. Unfortimately, it takes the same amount 
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of time to record a given length of a spin-echo signal regardless of the sampling rate. 

Thus limiting the FOV in the frequency encoding dimension does not afford any 

time savings for conventional spin-echo imaging. In contrast, if the FOV in the phase 

encoding dimension is reduced, then the nimiber of Fourier rows required to achieve 

a given spatial resolution, and hence the data collection time, can be reduced. 

Spatial pre-saturation is a technique which may be used to limit the extent of 

the FOV in the phase encoding dimension (the y direction). Each signal acquisition 

consists of a pre-saturation sequence followed by a conventional spin-echo sequence. 

The pre-saturation sequence employs a frequency-selective RF pulse in conjimction 

with a linear gradient Gy to selectively excite protons in the unwanted regions of 

the object to the point of saturation. This is depicted graphically in Figure 4.11 

for the case of a perfectly selective RF frequency response R(/). The spins in 

the saturation bands are said to be saturated when their net magnetization has been 

tipped into the x-y plane and the z component of the magnetization is zero. Following 

the saturation pulse magnetic gradients are applied to dephase the spins until the 

net magnetization and RF signal are close to zero. This effectively robs the spins in 

the saturation region of any net magnetization component from which another NMR 

signal can be produced. (Recall that the regrowth of the ^-component is dependent 

on the exponential time constant Ti, which is generally on the order of a several 

tenths of a second.) Once the saturated spins have dephased, a slice is selected and 

a signal is produced using the conventional spin-echo technique. 
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Figure 4.11: Example of spatial presaturation. Linear magnetic field gradient (a) and 
RP frequency response (b) combine to excite protons only in the spatial saturation 
bands (shaded areas) of a 1-D object (c). 
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The spatial pre-sattiration technique suffers from a number of practical limitations. 

The ideal frequency response depicted in Figure 4.11 is unobtainable with finite 

length pulses. Hence, the edges of the satiiration bands will not be perfectly sharp. 

Also, there will be some ripple in both the passband and stopband regions of the 

RF frequency response. This will result in imperfect nulling of the saturation band 

signal due to tip-angle errors, and some loss of signal from the region of interest due 

to partial saturation. The short delay between excitation pulses, which is necessary 

for dephasing of pre-saturated spins, will also allow some regrowth of within the 

saturation beind, especially for tissues with short Ti such as fat. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A Coherent Difference Image Approach to 4-D Cardiac MR 

Imaging 

As was alluded to in Chapter 4, the data collection times required for full 4-

D cardiac spin-echo imaging are excessive. The goal here is to reduce the data 

requirements for 4-D cardiac spin-echo imaging without sacrificing spatial resolution. 

A currently available technique for reducing these data requirements is spatial pre-

saturation. The spatial pre-saturation technique may be used to limit the extent of 

the NMR object to a narrow band in the phase encoding dimension. This enables 

one to use a larger spacing between Fourier rows, and hence collect fewer Fourier 

rows for a given spatial resolution, without incurring aliasing. 

In this chapter an approach based on difference imaging is proposed as an alter

native to spatial pre-saturation as a way to reduce data collection requirements for 

4-D cardiac spin-echo imaging. As with the spatial pre-saturation technique, the 

difference image technique reduces these data requirements by increasing the spacing 

between Fourier rows. However the two techniques differ in how they avoid the alias

ing problem. The spatial pre-saturation technique avoids aliasing through additional 

RF pulse and gradient sequences which physically suppress the NMR signal from spa

tial regions outside the region of interest. In contrast, the difference image technique 
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avoids aliasing by exploiting the redundancy which typically exists between succes

sive time frames of a cardiac image slice. The proposed technique may be viewed as 

an information theoretic solution which employs simple post-processing techniques 

to achieve the same purpose as the hiU'dware based pre-saturation technique. 

In the first section of this chapter, the difference image-based reconstruction al

gorithm is described and its implementation for multislice Ti-weighted imaging is 

discussed. Next, the theoretical effects of various artifacts on reconstructed image 

quality are investigated for both the difference image and spatial pre-saturation tech

niques. In section 5.3, the feasibilty of the difference image technique is demonstrated 

using experimental MRI data. The experimental data is used to compare the perfor

mance of the two techniques, and the results indicate that the difference image tech

nique may be a viable alternative to spatial pre-saturation for 4-D cardiac imaging. 

Finally, the results are summarized and directions for future research are suggested. 

5.1 Algorithm Description 

5.1.1 Single Slice Theory 

The proposed image reconstruction algorithm is based on the assumption that the 

motion within an image slice is confined to a small region within a larger object. This 

situation is depicted in Figure 5.1 for the cardiac imaging application. In this case 

it is assumed that the motion within the slice is confined to a narrow band in the 
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Object FOV 

Figure 5.1: The basic assumption of the difference image technique: the motion is 
confined to a compact region within a larger static object. 

vertical dimension which contains the heart and major blood vessels. Portions of the 

object outside this region, most notably the chest and back, are assumed stationary 

from one frame to the next. Hence the stationary portion of the image is completely 

defined by a single frame of the image sequence, and the coherent difference image 

between any two frames is space-limited to the motion FOV. 

The preceding observations suggest the following algorithm as a way to reduce 

the number of spin-echo acquisitions required for reconstructing a multiple frame 

sequence of a single image slice: 

1. Choose the phase encoding direction as the direction which min
imizes motion FOV. (In the case of Figure 5.1 this is the vertical 
dimension.) 

2. Acquire a full set of Fourier data for a single time frame such that 
the desired spatial resolution is achieved and aliasing is avoided. The 
resulting image is denoted as the reference frame image. 
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Figure 5.2: Post processing sequence for the difference image technique. 

3. For subsequent frames, acquire a reduced set of Fourier data which 
is subsampled by an integer factor k in the phase encoding dimen
sion. Compute a difference image for each frame by subtracting an 
identically subsampled version of the reference frame. 

4. Reconstruct each subsequent image frame by adding the corre
sponding difference image to the central portion (in the phase encod
ing direction) of the reference frame image. If the region of interest 
is offset by y pixels from the center of the reference frame, the dif
ference image is circularly shifted by y pixels before adding it to the 
appropriate region of the reference frame. 

The image processing steps involved in reconstructing an image frame from a sub-

sampled data set are depicted in Figure 5.2. After the required processing steps, 

the resulting images may be interpolated by zero padding in the frequency domsdn. 
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In Figure 5.2, the two subsampled Fourier data sets are transformed via 2-D 

IFFT and the resulting images are subtracted to form the difference image. This 

step is included in the figure to illustrate the aliasing which is present in the original 

subsampled images, and which is removed via the difference operation. In practice, 

the difference image may be computed more efficiently by subtracting the subsampled 

Fourier data sets directly and performing a 2-D IFFT on the result. 

Depending on the FFT program which is used, the difference image may need to 

be scaled before adding it to the reference frame, and a quadrant swap may need 

to be performed on resulting images. Also, the DC row of the subsampled data set 

(as seen by the FFT program) must coincide with the DC row of the full reference 

data set. Otherwise the difference image will have a linear phase offset. Finally, the 

region of interest need not be rectangular. If desired, each column of the difference 

image may be circularly shifted and added to the reference frame independently of 

the other columns. 

Assuming that N Fourier rows are required for the reference frame, and the re

maining M—1 Fourier frames are subsampled by an integer factor k, the total number 

of spin-echo acquisitions required to reconstruct M frames of a single image slice is 

given by 

N  +  { M - ~ l ) *  J .  (5.1) 

The Fourier data set required to reconstruct M frames of a single image slice is 

depicted graphically in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: Fourier data set for a single slice using the diflference image technique. 
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Recall that in the CINE acquisition mode (short TR), one Fourier row of data is 

acquired for all frames in a given slice during each period of the cardiac cycle. Thus, 

N periods of the cardiac cycle are required to fill the Fourier space for the reference 

frame. Since it would take the same amount of time to acquire a fiill set of Fourier 

data (N rows) for the subsequent frames as it would take to acquire subsampled data 

sets for these frames, the difference imaging technique is not useful for the CINE 

acquisition mode. 

5.1.2 Cardiac-Gated Multislice Implementation 

The difference image technique is useful when implemented with the cardiac-gated 

multislice acquisition sequence described in Section 4.2.4. The data acqusition se

quence for the difference image technique is as follows. First, a full set of Fourier data 

is acquired to provide one reference frame for each slice. This requires NTR seconds, 

where TR is on the order of a second. (Note that the reference frames for different 

slices will correspond to different time points in the cardiac cycle.) Next the slice 

selection sequence is re-ordered and the multislice acquisition procedure is repeated 

with Fourier rows subsampled by an integer factor k. Thus, each additional frame is 

acquired in NTn/k seconds. The subsampled acquisition sequence is repeated until 

the desired number of time frames are obtained. 

The Fourier data set required for the multislice difference image technique is de

picted in Figure 5.4 for the case where the number of slices is equal to the number of 
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time &ames. Recall that the acquisition time for multislice imaging is independent 

of the nmnber of slices S, but the number of sUces is limited by 5 < Tr/Te- Hence, 

the set of Fourier data for fiill 4-0 imaging of the cardiac cycle is acquired in 

ATTr (l + (5.2) 

seconds. Returning to the previous example, if Tr = Is, N = 192, and k = 3, the 

Fourier data set for a full 4-D image sequence with 12 time frames can be acquired 

in about 15 minutes. Likewise, the data set for a sequence with 16 time frames can 

be acquired in about 19 minutes. By employing a typical acquisition time of 20 ms 

{Te < 20 ms), as many as 50 slices of the heart may be imaged. Limiting the imaging 

region to 20 cm in the slice selection dimension would enable a slice thickness of 4 

mm, which is close to the limit of current MRI technology [29]. 

A currently favored technique for Ti weighted cardiac imaging involves using a 

cardiac-gated multislice sequence to produce a set of high resolution image slices, 

with each slice corresponding to a different point in the cardiac cycle. This proce

dure is identical to the acquisition of reference frame data for the difference imaging 

technique. Hence, the difference image technique might best be promoted as an op

tion to provide some degree of 4-D resolution after initially acquiring a set of high 

quality reference frames. From the viewpoint of a radiologist, this would allow early 

termination of the data acquisition procedure if the medical condition of the patient 

should deteriorate during the acquisition, while still providing useful diagnostic image 
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Figure 5.4: Fourier data set required for multislice implementation of the difference 
image technique. 
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data. The data acquisition sequence may also be designed to maximize the useful

ness of the acquired data in the event of early termination. For example, the frame 

acquisitions for the first slice of a 16 frame multislice sequence might be ordered as 

{1,9,5,13,3,7,11,15,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16} (5.3) 

with frame 1 as the reference frame. In the event of an early termination of the 

acquisition, this ordering would produce a sequence of frames sampled uniformly in 

time. 

5.2 Image Degradation 

In an ideal imaging enviroimient there is no measurement noise, and ideal spa

tial pre-saturation techniques £ire available to produce perfectly space-limited objects 

with no signal loss. An ideal patient remains perfectly still during the image data 

acquisition. The cardiac cycle of an ideal patient is exactly periodic, and the motion 

within an image slice is strictly confined to the region of interest. Under these ideal 

circimistances either the difference image technique or the spatial pre-satiu-ation tech

nique can be used to reconstruct an image from subsampled data without degrading 

the image within the FOV, Unfortunately, noise and other artifacts are present in 

real imaging situations. These artifacts will degrade the quality of an image which is 

reconstructed from subsampled data relative to the quality of an image constructed 

from a complete set of Fourier data. 
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In this section we compare how various artifacts are expected to affect image qual

ity for the difference image and spatial pre-saturation techniques. The primary factors 

which degrade the image quality for the difference image technique are measurement 

noise, motion artifacts and imperfect cancellation of aliased image components. The 

primary factors which affect image quality for the spatial pre-saturation technique are 

measurement noise, motion artifacts, aliased image components, and possibly signal 

loss. 

5.2.1 Measiirement Noise 

Since the 2-D DFT is separable and the measured data is subsampled only in 

the phase encoding dimension, the image reconstruction problem may be considered 

as an ensemble of independent 1-D reconstructions. (It may be assumed that the 

measured Fourier data has already been transformed along the frequency encoding 

dimension.) 

The 1-D image, x{n),  consists of a desired image signal s{n) and a noise signal 

v{n). For convenience, we employ the non-unitary inverse DFT: 

S X{m)eP^. (5.4) 
m=0 

Thus, for a space-limited object s(n), the power of the desired image signal, £?[ls(n)p], 

is independent of iV as long as the sampling rate in the frequency domain is sufficient 

to avoid aliasing in the space domain. (The signal power is unaffected by subsampling 

as long as aliasing is avoided.) 
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It is assumed that the Fourier measurement noise, V(m), is primaxily due to 

thermal noise soiirces within the receiver hcurdware. Thus, V{m) is modeled as an 

additive complex white Gaussian noise process with constant variance 

(5.5) 

For an image generated from a fiill set of N Fourier samples, the noise power is given 

by 

«[|"(")l'l = §• (5.6) 

When spatial pre-saturation is employed, the image is generated directly from a 

subsampled set of Fourier data. If the measurement data is subsampled by an integer 

factor k, then the resulting image noise is given by 

r jv/k-l 
= (5.7) 

m=0 

Substituting (5.5) and employing the white noise assumption, the noise power in the 

image is computed as 

ker^ 
E[Hn)\'] = (5.8) 

Thus, subsampling by a factor k increases the noise power in the resulting image by 

a factor k. 

The difference image technique reconstructs an image by adding a subsampled 

difference image to an appropriate section of a reference image. Let Vref{Tn) denote 

the measurement noise in the full set of Fourier data for the reference frame, and 
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let Vsubifn) denote the noise in the subsampled set of Fourier data for a subsequent 

image frame. Hence, the noise in the reconstructed image is given by 

1 , u AT/fc-l 
•L _ _ X \ -• 2wmn. /t 2 T T N K N  

771=0 •'* 771=0 
,  N/k- l  ,  

771=0  ̂  ̂

k 
H ivsub{mk)-vr^f{mk)) 

 ̂ 771=0 

T N/k- l  ,  
= Iv 51 ul -  k)vrefimk)e^^^ + Ke/CmA; + h 

•'* 771=0  ̂

+Vrefimk + k — l)e'^ + kV^f,{Tnrik)e^^^^^ . (5.9) 

Substituting the result for white Gaussian measurement noise 

1 n/k-i 

•'* 771=0 klV 

the expected noise power in the reconstructed image is computed as 

(5.10) 

£[|t,{n)p] = ^((k-l)' + (k-l)+k') 
kN 
{2k -  l)cr2 

(5.11) 
N 

Hence, if the difference image technique is employed to reconstruct an image from a 

Fourier data set subsampled by k, the noise in the resulting image will be increased 

by the factor {2k — 1). 

The theoretical results indicate that spatial pre-saturation should provide an ad

vantage of up to 3 dB in SNR because of the increased noise amplification with the 

difference image technique. For example, when subsampling by A; = 3, the image 
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noise power is 2.2 dB less when using spatial pre-saturation. In practice, however, 

the pre-saturation process is observed to cause significant attenuation of the desired 

image signal. For the experimental data used in this thesis, the signal attenuation 

due to the pre-saturation process varied from 1 to 2 dB across the image. This tended 

to negate the decreased noise amplification advantages of spatial pre-saturation. 

If desired, signal averaging may be performed on the reference frame data to 

decrease the noise power in images reconstructed by the difference image technique. 

If the reference frame data is averaged over c sets of data, the expected noise power 

in a reconstructed image becomes 

Of course averaging the reference frame data increases the overall acquisition time, 

which tends to defeat the purpose of the difference image technique. Reference signal 

averaging was not performed for any of the images presented in this thesis. 

5.2.2 Motion Artifacts 

Motion artifacts are ghost images of objects which undergo significant motion 

during the data acquisition period. Recall that the acquisition of data for a single 

image frame is acquired over a substantial period of time (typically several minutes 

for Ti imaging). The motion of an object between acquisitions residts in constant 

(5.12) 
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phase errors across rows of measured Fourier data. Also, motion in the presence 

of imaging gradients leads to phase errors. These phase errors are mcinifested as 

ghostlike images of the moving object which appear randomly in the phase encoding 

direction of the image. 

The two types of motion artifacts prevalent in cardiac imaging are due to cardiac 

cycle fluctations and chest wall motion. Motion artifacts from the heart and various 

blood vessels occur because the cardiac cycle is not exactly periodic. Even though 

data collection is synchronized with the EGG signal, the contraction of heart muscles 

and blood flow may vary substantially from one cycle to the next. Motion of blood 

in the presence of imaging gradients may also contribute to cardiac related motion 

artifacts. Ghest motion artifacts are caused by patient breathing, and appear as ghost 

images of the chest wall displaced in the phase encoding dimension of the image. 

Motion artifacts are not spatially white for a given realization of an image. How

ever, they tend to be randomly distributed in the phase encoding dimension of an 

image. In the absence of a universal model for motion artifacts in the image domain, 

the 1-D white noise process model may be used to analyze the expected amplification 

of motion artifacts in the worst case scenario for the difference image technique. The 

difference operation will amplify uncorrelated noise by 3 dB. In practice, there may 

be significant positive correlation between motion artifacts in different image frames. 

In such cases the difference operation might amplify motion artifacts by less than 3 
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dB, or even reduce the energy of motion artifacts in the difference image. This has 

been observed for the experimental data used in this chapter. 

Under the white noise model, the expected amplification factors for motion ar

tifacts are identical to the earlier results for measurement noise. However, unlike 

the case of measurement noise, motion artifacts are signal dependent. Thus, in the 

case of uncorreiated motion artifacts, pre-saturation is expected to incur up to 3 dB 

less degradation due to motion artifacts. Also, spatial pre-saturation may be used 

to suppress most of the signal from the chest area, thereby suppressing the related 

breathing artifacts in the process. 

5.2.3 Aliasing Artifacts 

Aliasing artifacts are caused by the inability of the reconstruction algorithm to 

completely remove or suppress aliased image components in the reconstructed image. 

For spatial pre-saturation, aliasing artifacts are caused by incomplete nulling of NMR 

objects in the spatial saturation bands. This is due to RP tip angle errors and 

regrowth of z component of the net magnetization as described in Section 4.3. Fatty 

tissues are particularly susceptible to aliasing because of their short T\ times. With 

the difference image technique, aliasing artifacts are caused by non-stationary image 

features which lie outside the reconstructed FOV. In a typical cardiac image slice, 

such nonstationary features might include pulmonary blood vessels and portions of 

the chest wall. 
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The best reconstruction algorithm for a particular application may depend on 

which types of degradation sources are expected to dominate. In cases where un-

correlated motion artifacts are the primary source of image degradation the spatial 

pre-saturation algorithm would seem to have a decided advantage. In cases where 

aliasing of fatty tissue is the primary source of degradation the difference image 

technique might be expected to provide cleaner images. 

5.3 Experimental Results 

Thanks to the generous assistance of Art Gmitro, and a brave volunteer, experi

mental MRI data was collected to investigate the feasibility of the proposed difference 

image-based reconstruction technique. In this section the experimental data is de

scribed and used to compare the relative performances of the difference image and 

spatial pre-saturation techniques. 

5.3.1 Experimental Data 

Although the difference image technique is proposed for cardiac gated Ti imaging, 

the experimental data in this section was collected using the CINE acquisition mode. 

As a result, the character of the images is different than would be the case in practice. 

In particular, Ti weighted images would have a higher SNR and the blood would 

appear dark instead of bright. Hence, motion artifacts due to blood flow would be 

much weaker than is the case for the images here. 
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The CINE collection mode wzis used primarily for convenience. A single image 

slice is suflBcient to determine the feasibility of the approach. Two full sets of data 

(one with spatial pre-saturation and one without) for multiple frames of the slice were 

required. Using the CINE mode, the required data was generated in a reasonable 

amount of time (approximately 20 minutes). In contrast, two fiill multi-frame sets 

of data for a single slice would take about 2 hours to acquire using the true cardiac 

gating mode. 

The primary image data set used in this thesis was collected on September 5, 1996 

at the University of Arizona Medical Center using a 1.5 T General Electric Signa 

MRI machine. The CINE acquisition sequence was employed to image a 10 mm slice 

through the heart. The slice was oriented normal to the z-axis. (The double oblique 

imaging plane required for short or long axis views of the heart was not available for 

use with the pre-saturation sequence.) The CINE gradient echo sequence parameters 

were chosen as = 50 ms and Ts = 14 ms, with a flip angle of 30 degrees. Two full 

sets of raw Foiuier data were collected. Spatial pre-saturation was employed for one 

of the data sets. Each data set consisted of 18 time frames, with 192 rows of Fourier 

data per frame, and 256 samples per row. A phased array surface coil with four 

receive elements was used to increase the SNR in the region of interest. During post 

processing, the four element outputs were combined coherently so as to maximize 

the illimiination of the heart region. A "bellows" was also used to control data 
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collection with the breathing cycle using a technique known as respiratory ordered 

phase encoding (ROPE). 

Another set of data was acquired on July 3, 1996 at the University Medical Center. 

The collection procedure was similar except for the orientation of the image slice, 

which provided a short axis view of the heart. Also the data was acquired on a 0.5 T 

MRI machine without using a surface coil. Hence, the SNR for this data set is lower. 

Image data from the short axis experiment appears only in Figiure 5.6 of this thesis, 

where it is used to illustrate the validity of the space-limited difference assumption 

for a short axis view. 

5.3.2 Validity of the Space-limited Motion Assumption 

The success of the difference imaging approach hinges on the validity of the basic 

assumption that the coherent difference between image frames is limited to a narrow 

FOV in the phase encoding dimension. To demonstrate the validity of this assump

tion, frame 1 of the 2-axis image sequence (without spatial pre-saturation) is shown 

in Figure 5.5 along with the magnitude of the coherent difference between freimes 

1 and 9. With the exception of cardiac related motion artifacts, the coherent 

difference image is well localized in the phase encoding (vertical) dimension. A weak 

signal from a portion of the chest is visible in the difference image to the upper right 

of the heart. This region, which includes portions of the left pectoral muscle, actually 

undergoes a slight but noticeable periodic motion due to its proximity to the heart. 
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I Frame 1 Frame 9 - Frame 1 I 

Figure 5.5: Frame 1 and the coherent difference between frames 9 and 1 for a z-axis 
view. 

The weak signal in this region may be due to distribution of some of the energy into 

motion artifacts in one of the frames. 

The validity of the space-limited difference assumption is demonstrated for a short 

axis view in Figure 5.6. Again the coherent difference image is well localized in the 

phase encoding dimension. A large blood vessel in the liver shows up to the lower 

left of the heart in the difference image. Since this blood vessel is to the left of the 

heaxt it would not need to be included in the vertical FOV. In the reconstructed 

image this artifact could be allowed to alias onto the region to the left of the heart, 

or the vertical FOV in this region could be shifted down to include blood vessels in 

the liver. 
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I Frame 1 I I Frame 9 - Frame 1 I 

Figure 5.6: Frame 1 and the coherent difference between frames 9 and 1 for a short 
axis view. 

5.3.3 Reconstruction Results 

The reconstruction of an image frame using the difference image technique is 

demonstrated in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. For this example frame 1 is used as the 

reference frame and frame 9 is reconstructed from a set of Fourier data subsampled 

by a factor of 3 (64 rows). The subsampled versions of frames 1 and 9 are shown 

in Figure 5.7 along with their coherent difference image. Note that the heart is not 

centered in the vertical FOV here; the top of the heart wraps around to the bottom 

of the FOV. In Figure 5.8 the frame 9 image has been reconstructed by applying a 

circular shift to the difference image and adding it to the corresponding region of the 

frame 1 image. 
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I Frame 1 (sub-sampled by 3) I 

I Frame 9 (sub-sampled by 3) I 

I Diff. Image (sub-sampled by 3) I 

I 

Figure 5.7: Aliased versions of Frame 1 (top) and Frame 9 (center), and their coherent 
difference (bottom). 
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I Frame 9 (reconstructed) I 

Figure 5.8: Frame 9 reconstructed by adding circularly shifted difference image to 
original Frame 1 image. 
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I Frame 9 (full Fourier data) i 

I Frame 9 (reconstructed) I 

Figure 5.9: Original Frame 9 image generated from 192 rows of Fourier data (top), 
and Frame 9 image reconstructed from 64 rows of Fourier data using the difference 
image technique (bottom). 

A close-up view of the region of interest of the original frame 9 image generated 

from 192 rows of data is shown in Figure 5.9, along with the image reconstructed 

from 64 rows of data using the difference image method. For comparison, the 

original frame 9 image for the spatially pre-saturated image data is shown in Figure 

5.10, along with the corresponding subsampled version generated from 64 rows of 

Fourier data. The two images reconstructed from subsampled data are comparable 
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I Frame 9 (pre-sat, full Fourier data) I 

J 

/  

I Frame 9 (pre-sat, sub-sampled by 3) I 

Figure 5.10: Original Frame 9 image with spatial pre-saturation generated from 192 
rows of Fourier data (top), and corresponding image generated from 64 rows of data 
(bottom). 
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I Frame 9 (full Fourier data) I 

Frame 9 (reconstructed) i 
» * • J ' ' i 

Figure 5.11: Original Frame 9 image generated from 192 rows of Fourier data (top), 
and Frame 9 image reconstructed from 48 rows of Fourier data using difference image 
method (bottom). 

in terms of visual quality. Aliasing artifacts due to incomplete nulling of the chest 

and back are evident in the subsampled version of the spatially pre-saturated data. 

The results of using the difference image and spatial pre-sat techniques to produce 

images of frame 9 from a set of Fourier data subsampled by 4 are shown in Figiu-es 

5.11 and 5.12 repectively. In this case neither of the reconstructed images looks 

very good. The spatial pre-saturation technique seems to produce a slightly better 

image in terms of visued quality, probably because of its advantage in suppressing 

cardiac blood flow artifacts which are the dominant source of degradation for this 
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I Frame 9 (pre-sat, full Fourier data) I 

I Frame 9 (pre-sat, sub-sampled by 4) I 

Figure 5.12: Original Frame 9 image with spatial pre-saturation generated from 192 
rovrs of Fourier data (top), and corresponding image generated from 48 rows of data 
(bottom). 
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Figure 5.13: Region of interest for SER measurements. 

image. In the case of a Ti weighted image the blood would appear dark and both 

reconstructed images would be expected to have better visual quality. 

Signal to error ratios (SER) were computed to provide a munerical measure of 

the degradation in images reconstructed from subsampled data using the difference 

image and spatial pre-sat techniques. Here the "signal" is defined as an image frame 

generated from a fiiU set of data, and the "error" is defined as the coherent difference 

between images generated from fiill and subsampled data sets. These models ignore 

the fact that the images generated from full data sets contain some errors due to 

noise and motion artifacts. Hence the "error" image represents the additional image 

degradation caused by the undersampling and reconstruction processes. 

The average energy for the signal and error images was computed only within the 

rectangular region of interest shown in Figure 5.13. The aorta was specifically 

excluded from the measurement region because it would bias the results in favor of 

the difference image technique (the strong aortic signal would increase the average 
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signal strength, and hence increase the measured SER). The signal and error energies 

were averaged over &ames 2 through 18. The difference image technique was used 

to reconstruct frames for the non-presaturated data, and a 2-D IFFT was used to 

to reconstruct subsampled frames for the spatially pre-saturated data. For data 

subsampled by 3, the average SER was calculated as 12.7 dB for the difference image 

method and 13.0 dB for the spatial pre-sat method (a difference of 0.3 dB in favor of 

spatial pre-sat method). For data subsampled by 4, the average SER was calculated 

as 10.9 dB for the difference image method and 11.2 dB for the spatial pre-sat method 

(again a difference of 0.3 dB). 

Based on the analysis of Section 2.2, and the apparent predominance of motion 

artifacts as the mziin source of degration, one would expect the measiired signal to 

error ratios to favor the spatial pre-saturation technique by up to 3 dB. The measured 

SER values, however, suggest that the motion artifacts in frames 1 and 9 are positively 

correlated. To investigate this possibility, 17 difference images were constructed using 

frame 1 as the reference frame and frames 2 through 18 as the test ensemble. For 

each difference image the energy of cardiac related motion artifacts was computed 

over the region of the image directly above and below the heart, but outside the 

chest cavity. The sum of the energy over same region in the two frames used for 

each difference image was also computed. Under the white noise assumption, the 

energy due to motion artifacts in the difference image is expected to equal the sum 

of the energy due to motion artifacts in the two individual image frames. On average 
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however, the motioa artifact energy in the difference images was 3.11 dB less than 

the sum of the energy in the individual images. This indicates a positive correlation 

between motion artifacts in different image firames. This correlation may be due in 

part to the CINE acquisition mode. 

There is also significant aliasing of static image components in the images re

constructed using the spatial pre-saturation technique. These aliasing artifacts con

tribute to the measured error energy in the images reconstructed using spatial pre-

saturation. 

5.4 Summary and Future Work 

In this chapter a difference imaging technique for 4-D MR imaging was proposed, 

its theory was developed, and its feasibility was demonstrated using experimental 

CINE data. Image sequences reconstructed from subsampled data using the difference 

image technique were comparable to sequences obtained using spatial pre-saturation 

in terms of visual quality and signal to error ratios. Theoretical and experimental 

results indicate that the spatial pre-saturation method is potentially less susceptible 

to the effects of motion artifacts. Hence it is expected that the spatial pre-saturation 

technique would provide better images in applications where uncorrelated motion 

artifacts are the primary source of image degradation. The experimental results 

demonstrate that the difference image technique can do a better job of suppressing 
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static aliasing artifacts, although it is not clear how its performance would suffer in 

the case of a patient who moves around during the image acquisition. 

A potentially significant advantage of the difference image technique is its ability 

to image more slices within a given Tr period. The additional exitation/gradient 

sequence required by the spatial pre-sat technique adds to the minimnm time required 

to acquire a spin-echo signal. Since the difference image technique does not employ 

the additional exitation/gradient sequence, the minimum spin-echo acquisition time 

is shorter. Thus more slices may be imaged for a given cardiac period TR using the 

difference image technique. Another marginal advantage for the difference image 

method is reduced vibration and noise, which may be disturbing to the patient. 

In the author's opinion, the difference image technique for 4-D cardiac imaging 

has shown sufficient promise to merit further study. Initially, the difference image 

method should be implemented with the true cardiac gating acquisition mode and the 

results compared to the spatial pre-sat technique. Due to the nature of Ti weighted 

images, there is reason to suspect that the difference image method might compare 

favorably to spatial pre-saturation in the cardiac gated mode. Further research also 

needs to be performed to determine the robustness of the difference image technique 

to movement on the part of an uncooperative patient. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Summary and Evaluation of Contributions 

Few Ph. D. dissertations produce the sort of earth-shattering results which cause 

the author to be dubbed "The Father of (such and such) Theory". This dissertation 

is no exception. Nonetheless it is hoped that the results of this research will augment 

the base of knowledge in the areas of coherent signal and image restoration, and 

maybe even benefit a few people. 

The closed form solution for the iterative restoration algorithm is probably only 

of interest for analyzing the convergence behavior of the algorithm. For example, the 

closed form solution was used to develop the new stopping rule for the algorithm. 

For non-iterative restoration however, optimal SVD weighting functions such as (2.49) 

would be preferred. As was mentioned, an anonymous reviewer recently pointed out 

that (2.9) is a special case of the gradient descent algorithm, whose convergence was 

analyzed previously. It is not known whether the reviewer was aware of this fact 

previously or if he recognized a similarity to his earlier work on the gradient descent 

algorithm while reviewing our paper. In any case, the non-iterative implementation 

has been published [30] and it has generated some interest from other researchers in 

the field. 
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It is expected that the new stopping rale for the iterative algorithm will be directly 

useful for certain researchers. There are quite a few people who use the Gerchberg-

Papoulis algorithm for applied research in various coherent imaging applications. 

Many of these people have technical backgrounds in fields other than signal pro

cessing. A simple and effective stopping rule would probably be of interest to such 

people. 

The problem addressed in Chapter 3 involves restoring signals which are real 

and subject to known bounds. Hence the usefulness of the proposed restoration 

technique will be limited to applications where such constraints are valid. One well 

known researcher has expressed interest in using the technique for geophysical imaging 

applications [31]. 

The difference image approach for 4-D cardiac imaging probably has the best 

chance to affect members of the general public. The experimental results of Chapter 

5 are better than the author had anticipated. However, more research is required 

to evaluate its robustness in various clinical situations. It is hoped that others in 

academia or industry would consider continuing this research. 
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